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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
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THE SOUL.
AU things without, which round about we see,
We seek to know, and how therewith to do :
But that whereby we reason, live, and be,
Within ourselves, we strangers are thereto.
We seek to know the moving of each sphere,
And the strange cause of the ebbs and floods of the Nile;
But of that clock within our breasts we bear,
The subtle motions we forget the while.
We that acquaint ourselves with every zone,
And pass both tropics, and behold each pole,
When we come home arc to ourselves unknown,
And unacquainted still with our own soul.
We study speech, but others we persuade;
We leech-craft learn, but others cure with it;
We interpret laws which other men have made,
But read not those which in our hearts are writ.
Is it because the mind is like the eye.
Through which It gathers knowledge by degrees,
Whose rays reflect not, but spread outwardly;
Not seeing itself when other things it sees?
No doubtless; for the mind can backward cast 
Upon herself, her understanding’s light,
But she is so corrupt and so defaced,
As her own image doth herself affright.
For e’en at first reflection she espies
Such strange chimeras, and such monsters there,
Such toys, such antics and such vanities,
As she retires, and shrinks from shame and fear.
For this few know themselves; for merchants broke 
View their estate with discontent and pain,
And seas are troubled when they do revoke 
Their flowing waves into themselves again.
And while the face of outward things we find 
Pleasing and fair, agreeable and sweet,
These things transport and carry out the mind,
That with herself the mind doth never meet.
[Sir John IIaviks.
BIOGHAPHY.
FELIX NEFF.
Some weeks ago we translated for the Recorder an extract 
from a Sermon by Felix Neff, late Pastor of the High Alps, 
whose remarkable and instructive character and labors deserve 
to be better known. A Memoir of him, by the Rev. W. S. 
Gilley, which lately appeared in London, is about to be re­
published by Messrs. Hyde & Co. of this city. The following 
account of him and his labors, is from a Review of the Memoir, 
in a London Journal.—Jiustan Recorder.
This is a remarkable, and very valuable book; 
it records the life and labors of one of the most 
extraordinary men whom the church in these lat­
ter days has produced. Felix Neff, born a peas­
ant, was first a gardener; secondly a soldier; and 
thirdly a preacher of the gospel; and behaved 
himself most worthily in each station. His know­
ledge arose more from intercourse with men, than 
intimacy with books, his occupation of gardener 
extended his acquaintances with external nature 
and her productions; his military duties gave him 
an insight into man, and confirmed rather than 
abated his simplicity and earnest enthusiasm of 
character; and such was his Jove for devout lore, 
that before he was twenty-four years old he had 
learned to have a very humble opinion of himself, 
but a clear and exalted notion of the qualities of 
a true preacher of the gospel. It was his good 
fortune to find out—in the very centre of Europe 
—a simple and primitive race, who welcomed him 
as a pastor after their own hearts, and hailed him
as a friend come to instruct them how to live both 
for this world and the next.
In the recesses of the French portion of the 
Alps, occupying those almost inaccessible regions 
through which it is supposed Hannibal penetrated 
when he invaded Italy, lives a community of moun­
taineers, the descendants of those devout people 
whom the revocation of the Edict of Nantz drove 
into the wild strengths of the uplands. Too poor 
to tempt the spoiler, they are never invaded save 
by whirlwinds and by tempests; their unproduc­
tive lands and ill-replenished houses hold out no 
allurements of tithe to the dignitaries of a wealthy 
and luxurious church; and they are permitted to 
remain unmolested by their brethren of the plains, 
who have a hearty contempt for the Alpine high­
landers. The following picture from the skilful 
hand of De Thou, though painted a few years 
since, reflects still in lineament and coloring the 
land and the people.
“Of all these regions the Val Fressiniere is the 
most repulsive and wild; its soil is sterile and un­
productive, and its inhabitants aie most lamenta­
bly poor. They are clothed in sheep skins, and 
they have no linen in use, either for their gar­
ments or their beds. They sleep in the clothes 
which they wear during the daT. They inhabit 
seven villages, and their houses are made of stone, 
with flat roofs, and mud cement. In these hovels 
the people and their cattle live together, and they 
often take refuge in caves when they expect an 
attack from their enemies, in one corner of which 
they themselves lie concealed, and in the other, 
their sheep and kine. They subsist principally on 
milk and venison, and their occupation is, tending 
their cattle. They are skilful marksmen, and sel­
dom miss either the chamois or the bear. Happy 
in these their scanty resources, they are all equal­
ly poor alike; but they have no mendicants among 
them, and, contented among themselves, they ve­
ry seldom form either friendship or connexions 
with others. In this state of squalidness, which 
causes them to present a most uncouth appear­
ance, it is not surprising , that they are very far 
from being uncultivated in their morals. They 
almost all understand Latin, and are able to write 
fairly enough. They understand also as much of 
French as will enable them to read the Bible, and 
to sing psalms; nor would you easily find a boy 
among them, who, if he were questioned as to the 
religious opinions, which they hold in common 
with the Waldenses, would not be able to give 
from memory, a reasonable account of them. 
They pay taxes most scrupulously, and the duty 
of doing this forms an article of their confession 
of faith. But if they are prevented from making 
payment by civil wars, they lay apart the proper 
sum, and on the return of pea?e, they take care 
to settle with the royal tax gatherers.
“Of these people, who inhabit a region some 
eighty miles Jong and fifty broad, Felix Neff was 
appointed pastor in the year 1823, when he was 
twenty-five years old. His undertaking was an 
arduous one; he had to 6howthem how to plan a 
house, and build it; how to form levels and incline 
planes; how to irrigate ther meadows, and, in 
short, how to cultivate their sterile soil and ren­
der it productive. “A mere scholar from the 
University,” observes Mr. Glly, “even an ardent 
preacher with the whole scheme of the gospel 
written in his heart, could mt have accomplished 
what this extraordinary mai did, who, with his
thorough knowledge of the book of life, possess­
ed also a stock of valuable information, which was 
brought from the nursery ground and the camp.” 
Neff had other qualities which fitted him for the 
mountain ministry: he was an ardent admirer of 
picturesque scenes, and the terrible magnificence 
of the Alps was to him a source of inspiration. 
The moment that he arrived among his flock, he 
set out on a visitation journey, resolved to make 
himself familiar with the faces and homes of his 
people; wherever he went, he was received with 
gratitude, and sometimes with wonder not unmin­
gled with tears. His way lay along the side of 
almost perpendicular mountains, where horse or 
chariot had never journeyed, or by the edge of 
terrific cliffs, where nothing that wanted wings 
was safe; yet in these alpine solitudes he found 
little communities of contented Protestants, of one 
of which the hand of Mr. Gilley has drawn a clever 
picture.
Here the houses are built like log-houses, of 
rough pine trees, laid one above another, and com­
posed of several stories, which have a singularly 
picturesque look, not unlike the chalets in Swit­
zerland, but loftier and much more picturesque. 
On the ground floor the family dwells, hay and 
unthrashed corn occupy the first story, and the 
second is given up to grain, and to stores of bread 
cakes and cheese ranged on frame work suspended 
from the roof. But at Dormilleuse, the huts are 
wretched constructions of stone and mud, from 
which fresh air, comfort, and cleanliness, seem to 
be utterly excluded. Cleanliness, indeed, is not 
a virtue which distinguishes any of the people, in 
these mountains; and with such nice sense of mor­
al perception as they display, and with such strict 
attention to the duties of religion, it is astonishing 
that they have not yet learned to practise those 
ablutions in their persons or habitations, which are 
as necessary to comfort as to health.
Of his first visitation, Neff gives the following 
account in his journal; he had made his way to 
this wild region by night and over deep snows, 
lighted by pine tree torches and wisps of straw.
“The next day I followed the route to Dormil- 
leuse, with a man belonging to that village, who 
had remained all night at Violins, to accompany 
me. Dormilleuse is the highest village in the val­
ley, and is celebrated for the resistance which its 
inhabitants have opposed for more than 600 years 
to the Church of Rome. They are of the unmix­
ed race of the ancient Waldenses, and never bow­
ed their knee before an idol even when all the 
Protestants of the valley of Queyras dissembled ' 
their faith. The ruins of the walls and forts still 
remain, which they built to protect them against 
surprise.—They owe their preservation in part to 
the nature of the country, which is almost inac­
cessible. It is defended by a natural fortification 
of glaciers and arid rocks. The population of the 
village consists of 40 families; every one protest- 
ant. The aspect of this desert, both terrible and 
sublime, which served as the assylam of truth, 
when almost all the world lay in darkness; the re­
collection of the faithful martyrs of old, the deep 
caverns where they retired to read the Bible in 
secret, and to worship the lather of Lights in 
spirit and in truth—every thing tends to elevate 
my soul, and to inspire it with sentiments difficult 
to describe.”
(7o be Continued.')
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-until as they look
From Abbott’s Young Christian.
1 wish in this first chapter, to point out to ray 
reader, samething in the nature and effects ol con­
fession, which every one has perhaps, at some 
time, experienced, but which few sufficiently con­
sider. I mean its power to bring peace and happi­
ness to the heart. But to make myself clearly 
understood I must suppose a case.
Two boys on a pleasant winter evening, asked 
their father to permit them to go upon the river 
to skate. The father hesitates, because though 
within certain limits, he knows there is no danger, 
yet he is aware that above a certain turn of the 
stream, the current is rapid, and the ice consequent­
ly thin. At last, however he says, “You may go, 
but you must on no account go above the bend.
The boys accept the conditions, and are soon 
among their twenty companions shooting swiftly 
over the smooth, black ice, sometimes gliding in 
graceful curves before the bright fire which they 
have built in the middle of the stream,—and some­
times sailing away into the dim distance, in search 
of new and unexplored regions.
Presently, a plan is formed by the other boys 
for going in a cheerful company far up the stream, 
to explore its shores, and then return again in half 
an hour to their fire. Our two boys sigh to think 
of their prohibition to them.—They faintly and 
hesitatingly hint that the ice may not be strong 
enough—but their caution has no effect upon their 
comrades,—and the whole set forth, and soon are 
llying with full speed, towards the limit prescrib­
ed. Our boys think they may safely accompany 
them till they reach the boundary which they are 
forbidden to pass;—but while they do they be­
come animated and intoxicated with the motion 
and the scene. They feel a little forboding as they 
approach the line, but as it is not definitely mark­
ed, they do not abruptly stop. They fall a little 
in the rear, and sec whirling through the bend of 
the river, the whole crowd of their companions—and 
after a moment’s hesitation, they follow on. The 
spot once past, their indecision vanishes; they 
press forward to the foremost rank—forget their 
father—their promise—theirdanger. God protects 
them however. They spend the half hour in de­
light—return down the river to their fire,—and, 
at the close of the evening, they take off their 
skates, and step upon the firm ground, and walk 
towards their home.
The enjoyment is now over, and the punishment 
is to come. What punishment? I do not mean that 
their father will punish them. lie knows nothing 
of it. lie trusts his boys, and confides in their 
promise—he will not ask them whether they have 
kept it. They have returned safely, and the for­
bidden ice, over which they have passed, never 
can speak to tell of their disobedience. Nor do 
1 mean the punishment which God will inflict in 
another world upon undutiful children. I mean 
another—a quicker punishment, and which almost 
always conies after transgression. And I wish my 
young readers would think of this more than 
they do.
I mean the loss of peace of mind.
As the boys approach their father’s dwelling, 
unless their consciences have become seared by 
oft repeated transgression, their hearts are filled 
with uneasiness and forboding care. They will 
walk silently. As they enter the house they shrink 
from their father’s eye. He looks pleased and 
happy at their safe return. But they turn away 
from him as soon as they can, and prefer going to 
another room, or in some other way avoiding his 
presence. Their sister perhaps, in the gaiety and 
happiness of her heart, tries to talk with them 
about their evening’s enjoyment
to turn the conversation
find peace and happiness, are quite delighted with 
the netu and strange sensation.
This peace cannot come by habit in sin. A 
seared conscience is not a relieved one. But what 
is the way by which peace of mind is to be restor­
ed in such a case as the above? It is a very sim­
ple way. I wish it was more generally understood 
and practiced upon.
Suppose one of these boys should say to himself, 
some day when he is walking alone, “I am not 
happy, and I have not been happy since I disobey­
ed my father or the ice. I was very foolish to do 
that, for I havesuffered more since that time, than 
ten times as much pleasure would be worth. I am 
resolved to go aid confess the whole to my father, 
and ask him to forgive me, and then I shall be 
happy again.”
Having resolved upon this he seeks the first oppor­
tunity to relieve his mind. He is walking, we will 
imagine by the side of his father, and lor several 
minutes he hesitates—knowing not how to begin. 
He however, at last makes the effort, and says in 
a sorrowful tone,
“ Father, I have doffe something very wrong.”
“ What is it my son?”
He hesitates and trembles, and after a moment’s 
pause, says, “I am very sorry that I did it.”
“My son,” says the father, “I have observed 
for a day or two, that you have not been happy, 
and you are evidently unhappy now. I know that 
you must have done something wrong. But you 
may do just as you please about telling me what 
it is. If you will freely confess it, and submit to 
the punishment, whatever it may be, you will be 
happy again; if not, you will continue to suffer. 
Now you may do just as you please.”
“Well, father, I will tell you all. Do you re­
member that you gave us leave to go upon the 
river and skate the other evening?”
“Yes.”
“Well, I disobeyed you, and went upon the ice, 
where you told us not to go. I have been unhap­
py ever since, and I resolved to-day that I would 
come and tell you, and ask you to forgive me.”
1 need not detiil the conversation that would 
follow. But there is not a child among the hun­
dreds, and perhaps thousands, who will read this, 
who does not fully understand, that by such a con
but they wish fession, the boy will relieve himself of his bur- 
t  t i.i t e c ersati . In a word, their peace j den, restore peace to his mind, and go away from 
ot linnet is gone—and they shrink from every eye, his father with a lig’ ’ ■
and wish to go as soon as possible to bed, that they 
may be unseen and forgotten.
If they have been taught to fear God, they are 
not happy here. They dare not—strange infatua­
tion—repeat their evening prayer; as if they sup­
posed they could escape God's notice, by neglect­
ing to call upon him. At last, however,' they sink 
to sleep. J
the next morning, they awake with the custom-
almost magic power in restoring peace of mind' 
Providence seems to have implanted this nrin 
ciple in the human heart for the express purno"
of having us act upon it. He has so formed* 
that when we have done wrong, we cannot feel at 
peace again, until we have acknowledged that 
wrong to the person against whom it was done 
And this acknowledgement of.it, removes the u" 
easiness as effectually, as fire removes cold Or 
water extinguishes fire. It operates in all’ease? 
small as well as great, and is infallible in its power’ 
And yet how slowly do young persons, and even 
old persons learn to use it. The remedies foral 
most every external evil, are soon discovered, and' 
are at once applied, but the remedy for that’ un. 
easiness of mind which results from having ne»". 
lected some duty, or committed some sin, and 
which consists in simple confession of it to the per- 
son injured.—how slowly is it learned, and how re­
luctantly practised.
ary cheerfulness of childhood, 
forth from their window, they see the clear, ice 
bound stream which tempted them to sin, finding 
way among the trees. They say nothing but each 
feels guilty and sad. They meet father and mother 
with clouded hearts, and every object stall connect­
ed with their transgression, awakens the remorse 
which destroys their happiness. They thus carry
•lhnut with them a weary, and a heavy burden. . .I suppose that in such cases most’boys would j 
continue to bear this burden, until at last, they be­
come insensible to it,«. e. until conscience becomes 
scared. But though by habit in sin, the stings o 
remorse may be blunted, yet peace never would 
return. By repeating transgression a great many 
times, we all come at last to feel a general and set­
tled uneasiness of heart, which is a constant bur­
den. Ask such an individual if he is unhappy.
He tells you no. He means, Jhowever, that he 
is not particularly unhappy just at that time.—- 
His burden is so uniform and constant, that he 
comes to consider it at last, as a necessary part 
of his existence. He has lost all recollection 
of what pure peace and happiness
who has lived long by a water fall, 
conies so habituated to the noise, 
sofims a strange luxury to him.
TRUE MORAL COURAGE.
The Rev. Mr. Fletcher had a very wild and prof-
is A man !iSate nePhew in the armY> a man who had been 
at fast be- dismissed from the Sardinian service for very bad 
conduct. He had engaged in two or three duels, 
and had spent all his money in a course of vice
that silence 
So multi-- , , - . - and folly. This wicked youth waited one dav ™
tudes, who have had an unquiet conscience or (ejjest uncje> General de Gons, and presents 
many years, without a single interva . repos ’ a loaded pistol, threatened to shoot him unless t 
when they at last come and confess theisms, and WQuld momen(. advance him fiye
lit and happy heart.—He will
crowns. The general though a brave man knew 
what a desperate fellow he had to deal with, and 
gave a draft for the money, at the same time speak­
ing freely to him on his conduct. The young man 
rode off in high spirits with his ill-gotten money,
In the evening passing the door of his younger 
uncle, Mr. Fletcher, he called on him, and began 
with informing him what General de Gons had 
done: and as a proof showed the draft under de 
Gons’ own hand. Mr. Fletcher took the draft 
from his nephew, and looked at him with surprise. 
Then alter some remarks, putting it into his pock­
et, said, ‘It strikes me young man, that you have 
possessed yourself of this note by some wrong 
method; and in conscience, I cannot return it but 
with my brother’s knowledge and approbation.’ 
The nephew’s pistol was in a moment at his breast. 
‘My life,’ replied Mr. Fletcher, with perfect calm­
ness, ‘is secure in the protection of an Almighty 
power; nor will he suffer it to be the forfeit of my 
integrity and your raihness? This firmness drew 
from the nephew the observation, ’that his uncle 
de Gons, though an old soldier, was more afraid 
ol death than his brother.’ ‘Afraid of death! | 
rejoined Mr. Fletcher, do you think that I have 
been twenty-five years, a minister of the Lord of 
life, to be afraid of death now? No, sir, it is for 
you to be afraid of death. You are a gamester 
and a cheat; yet call yourself a gentleman! low 
are the seducer of female innocence; and still say 
you are a gentleman!—You are a duellist! and 
for this you style yourself a man of honor! Look 
there, sir,’ pointing to the heavens, ‘the broad eye 
of Heaven is fixed upon us. Tremble in the pre­
sence of your-Maker, who can in a moment kill 
your body, and forever punish your soul in hell.’
The unhappy young prodigal turned pale, and 
trembled with fear and rage. He still threatened 
his uncle with instant death. Fletcher though 
thus threatened, gave no alarm, sought for no 
weapon and attempted not to escape. He calmly 
conversed with his profligate relation; and at 
length perceiving him to be affected, addressed 
him in the kindest language, till he had fairly dis­
armed and subdued him! He would not return 
his brother’s draft; but engaged to procure for the 
young man some immediate relief. He then pray­
ed with him: and after fulfilling his promise ot 
assistance, parted with him, with much good ad­
vice on one side, and many fair promises on the 
other__ Christian llccorder.no more dread to meet him, and to hear the sound 
ol his voice. He tan now he happy with his sis­
ter again, and look tpon the beautiful stream win­
ding in the valley without feeling his heart sink 
within him, under a sense of guilt,—while all the 
time, his brother, who would not come and ac­
knowledge his sin, las his mind still darkened, 
and his heart made sad by the gloomy recollection 
of unforgiven gin! Yes, confession of sin, has an
From the New-York Evangelist 
MATTERS OF FACT.
No. 1.__I know a professor of religion who al­
lows his son (a wild unmarried young man) two 
thousand dollars a year for his expenses; and the
affluent father is continually complaining ol the ur­
gency of agents of religious institutions, and the 
reiterated claims of benevolence, while lie witnes-
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83ses several excellent institutions near him languish-
for want of adequate support from the religious
community.
No. 2.—I know a professor of religion, who ex­
pended one thousand dollars in furnishing a drawing. , . . ° ----uij spirit, zinu ne Kneeled
and who invited several missionaries, and , down and cried with a loud voice Lord lav not
„<* n.woi'nnc tn mnct nl liL. Iiniifn |I,a . L . • I J
room;
friends of missions, to meet at his house, the eve­
ning previous to the embarkation of these heralds
of the cross to their destination, where they were 
to live in huts, without floors, or with scarcely the 
necessaries of life.
No. 3.—I know a female professor of the Bap­
tist denomination, who decks her person with 
"gold, pearls and costly array,” as if she had been 
dipped in Pactolus, notwithstanding the faithful 
Judson has so solemnly addressed Christian fe­
males, as Paul did, “to put away these things, 
as becometh women professing godliness, and adorn 
themselves with good works.”
No. 4.—I know six or eight professors of the 
Presbyterian denomination, who have expended 
$15 to $20,000 each in building dwelling hous­
es, the contracts for which were made during a re­
vival ot religion, and the corner stones were laid 
while dying sinners around them, and in distant 
places, were famishing for the bread of life. And 
what is more distressing, these professors are, some 
officers of churches, and all “ardent friends of
missions.
No. 5.—I know a professor, an elder of a church 
who rents a house at eight hundred dollars a 
year, and gives three hundred dollars per annum 
for the education of a little son, while he regularly 
puts sixpence into the box at the monthly concert 
and “would do more, but his means are limited.”
No. 6.—I know a minister who expends from 
three to four thousand dollars annually, makes 
dinner parties, and has been known to sit at table 
with professors and non professors, holding a glass 
of champaigne in one hand and his watch in the 
other, to see when it was the exact minute to start 
for his weekly lecture.
No. 7.—I know a colored woman, who is cook 
in a family in this city, who regularly puts one 
dollar into the box at monthly concerts, and ex--- ---- ---- ------ ------ J ~-- ------------- | 11U.UA u
pressed surprise when asked if she intended it all ' his under jaw.
< < UIZR __ I.. „J„II ” , , 1 .1-for one object, saying, “ Why it is only a dollar.
No. 8.—I know a young convert, who held the 
office of postmaster, worth more than a thousand 
dollars a year, who resigned it, because he was re­
quired by law to violate the Sabbath, by opening 
his office on that holy day for the delivery of news­
papers and letters.
No. 9.—I know a pious woman who sits near a 
market, in the open air, and sells nuts, apples, and 
herbs, and who contributes thirty seven dollars a 
year for the support of public worship.
No. 10.—I know a mechanic who works early 
and late, and is called a poor man, who giyes fifty 
two dollars a year towards the conversion of the 
world, not grudgingly, but as a cheerful giver.
THE DEATH OF STEPHEN AND ROBESPIERRE,
OR CHRISTIANITY AND INFIDELITY.
The monsters who presided over France in the 
reign of terror, became the victims, in its most ap­
palling form, of that death which followed hard in 
the wake of infidelity. It were blasphemy to 
name the death of Christ, even in contrast with 
a mortal end like theirs. But it may be permit­
ted in comprehending in a single view the religion 
of Jesus with all that have opposed it, to cast a 
glance from the death of thefirst Christian martyrs, 
to that of the apostles of infidelity, whom it first 
exalted as rulers.
Stephen, a man full of faith and of the Holy 
Ghost, and chosen out among men of honest re­
port as an elder of the church of Christ, was tak­
en by certain libertines and others, and brought 
before the Jewish council. When he was falsely 
accused, all that sat in the council looking stead­
fastly on him, saw his face as it had been the face 
of an angel. When he had reasoned with them 
out of the scripture, they were cut to the heart, 
and they gnashed on him with their teeth. But 
he, being full of the Holy Ghost, looked up stead­
fastly into heaven, and saw the glory of God, and 
Jesus standing on the right hand of God, and said, 
Behold, I see the heavens opened, and the Son of 
Man standing on the right hand of God. Then
they cried out with a loudsoice, and stopped their;
ears, and ran upon him with one accord, and cast 
him out of the city, and stoned him: And they 
stoned Stephen, calling upon God, and saying, 
Lord Jesus, receive my spirit. And he kneeled
this sin to their charge. And when he had said 
this, he fell asleep.—Acts vi. vii. 54—60.
In changing the scene from Judea to France,! 
and from the first to the close of the eighteenth 
century, the spiritual contrast is infinitely greater , 
and mocks the power of man to measure it.
“ None of all the victims of the reign of Terror 1 
felt its disabling influence so completely as the 
despot (Robespierre,) who had so long directed its 
sway.—The Hotel de Ville was surrounded by 
about 1500 men, and cannon turned upon the doors. 
The deserted group of Terrorists within, conduct­
ed themselves like scorpions, which, when surroud- 
ed by a circle of fire, are said to turn their stings 
on each other, and on themselves. Mutual and 
ferocious upbraiding took place among these mis­
erable men.—‘ Wretch, were these the means you 
promised to furnish?’ said Payan to Henriot, whom 
lie found intoxicated and incapable of resolution 
or exertion; and seizing on him as he spoke, he 
precipitated the revolutionary general from a win­
dow. Henriot survived t[je fall only to drag him­
self into a drain, in which he was afterwards discov­
ered and brought out to execution. The younger 
Robespierre threw himself from the window, but 
had not the good fortune to perish on the spot. It 
seemed as if even the melancholy fate of suicide, 
the last refuge of guilt and despair, was denied to 
men, who had so long refused every species of 
mercy, to their fellow creatures. Las Basas alone 
had calmness enough to dispatch himself with a 
pistol shot. Saint Just, after imploring his com­
rades to kill him, attempted his own life with an 
irresolute hand, and failed. Couthron lay beneath 
I the table brandishing a knife, with which he re­
peatedly wounded his bosom, without daring to 
add force enough to reach his heart. Their chief, 
Robespierre, in an unsuccessful attempt to shoot
himself, had only inflicted a horrible fracture on--- 1— .
“ In this situation they were found like wolves in 
their lair, foul with blood, mutilated, despairing, 
and yet not able to die. Robespierre lay on a table 
in an anti-room, his head supported by a deal box, 
and his hideous countenance half hidden by a 
bloody and dirty cloth bound round the shattered 
chin.
“The captives were carried in triumph to the 
Convention, who, without admitting them to the 
bar, ordered them, as outlaws, for instant execu ­
tion. As the fatal cars passed to the guillotine, 
those who filled them, but especially Robespier­
re, were overwhelmed with execrations from the 
friends and relatives of victims whom he had sent 
on the same melancholy road. The nature of his 
previous wound, from which the cloth had never 
been removed, till the executioner tore it oif, ad­
ded to the torture of the sufferer. The shatter­
ed jaw dropped, and the wretch yelled aloud, to 
the horror of the spectators. A masque taken 
from that dreadful head was long exhibited in dif­
ferent nations of Europe, and appalled the spec­
tators by its ugliness, and the mixture of fiendish 
expression with that of bodily agony.”
The character of Christianity and of infidelity, 
may be separately marked in the fate of Stephen, 
and in the fate of Robespierre. He did not look 
up steadfastly' into heaven; nor did they that look­
ed on him see his face as it had been the face of 
an angel. It was not for him to say, Lord Jesus, 
receive my spirit; it was not his last act to kneel 
down and pray for his enemies; nor could it be 
said of a death like his, he fell asleep. But the 
ferocious upbraidings, the attempted suicide, the 
despairing, and yet not being able to die, the hid -
eous countenance, the loud yelling, the fiendish./ ---- -*^**A**oii
expression, and that dreadful head, of which even 
the masque appalled the spectators, gave the lie, 
more than any words, to the inscription on the 
catacombs, and shewed that the great martyr of 
infidelity did not face death in the faith that they 
who had been a terror to the earth, would find 
rest in hades, or that death would be to them an 
eternal sleep.—New-York Evangelist.
GOD HAS PLACED ME HERE.
In a retired village live an interesting family, 
distinguished for their piety and intelligence, with 
whom I have long been favored with an acquaint­
ance, and on whom I had occasion recently to call. 
Their advantages for improvement have been great, 
and they are in a high state of mental cultivation, 
and by their amiable and consistent deportment, 
they have secured themselves an abiding place in 
the affection and confidence of the whole village.
Previous to my call on them, the devotions of 
the morning were ended, and in the very room 
where I was seated, was neatly placed the family 
Bible, which I knew to be their daily companion^ 
and I had the fullest evidence that their hearts and 
lives were influenced by its sacred contents, and 
this was accompanied by various other corres­
ponding books. The several members of the fam­
ily were peacefully pursuing their various avoca­
tions; neatness was stamped on every object around, 
and shone with peculiar lustre. The children who 
had arrived at a sufficient age, had repaired to 
school, while the younger remained at home to 
receive the instruction of a pious mother, and she 
observed with an affectionate seriousness, which I 
have no doubt was expressive of the emotion of 
her soul, “God has placed me here to bring up 
tbe^e children for him.”
I could not but be struok with the remark, so 
expressive as it was, of exalted piety, and enlarg­
ed benevolence. And what a lesson thought I for 
parents. Did they feel the amazing responsibility 
of their trust, and realize that each child commit­
ted to their care has a soul of more value than all 
the wealth that ever omnipotence produced—that 
will exist either in bliss or wo when every star has 
fallen from its orbit, thousands of children who 
are now posting on to ruin, would have been fol­
lowing in the footsteps of David Brainard, and
Henry Martyn, and Harriet Newell, and training
_ r.._ :— . i > • , -------- .uici namingup for immortal blessedness in the celestial para-
disc of God.
As such immeasurable interests are involved in
the early education of children, parents should be 
stimulated by this remark to renewed exertions 
to train up their children for God. And all should 
be reminded by it of the great end and purpose 
of their existence, the glory of God.' This should_ , -glory of od.’ This should 
oe our governing motive—this our supreme de­
sire. 1 -’-—'J - 1_ ------- UC"This should be constantly sought with all 
our hearts, and the devout language of our souls 
should be “Glorify thyself.”
TRANSMIGRATION OF SOULS.
The Hindoo creed derives its peculiar character
from the tenet, so generally diffused throughout 
the East, respecting the transmigration of souls. 
According to this belief, the spirit of man, after 
death, is not conveyed into a different state of ex­
istence, but goes to animate some other mortal 
body, or even one belonging to the brute creation, 
The receptacle into which it then enters is deci­
ded by the course of action followed during the 
present life. The virtuous man may rise from an 
humble caste to the rank of a prince or even of 
a Bramin, while the depraved not only sink into 
degradation as human beings, but even have their 
souls enclosed in the bodies of animals. With 
this view, the Hindoo oracles endeavor to establish 
a certain conformity between the offences com­
mitted and the condition under which they are ex­
piated. The thief is converted into some animal 
addicted to steal the articles which were the won­
ted objects of his own depredation. The pilfer­
er of grain is metamorphosed into a rat; while he 
who stole roots of fruit became an ape. The per­
son thus lowered in the scale of being must pass 
through a long succession of degraded births ere 
he can reassume the human form and endow­
ments. This belief is so familiar to the Hindoo, 
that his conversation it filled with allusions to it.
If he sees any one suffering under evils that seem 
unmerited he at once pronounces them the fruits 
of sin committed in a previous stage and form of 
existence. Even on seeing a cow or dog receive 
a severe beating, he infers that the soul which ani- . 
mates them must, under its human shape, have 
committed some offence worthy of such castiga­
tion. Wives, who consider themselves injuriously 
treated by their husbands, or servants by their
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masters, indulge the earnest hope, that in somemu i c uu v .......
future state of being, they shall exchange condi­
tions, and obtain the opportunity of a signal re­
taliation..—Edinburgh Cabinet Library, No. VII 
History of British India, Vol. 2.
For the Gambier Observer.
A FAMILY SCENE.
Mr. Editor,—If there is any thing on this 
earth which angels must sweetly smile to view, it 
is methinks a family, who not only are bound to 
each other by the' tender ties of consanguinity, 
but who also in Christian love and gospel hopes, 
are united in—
Sweet and dear esteem,—
a family whose hopes are one—who are one in af­
fliction and one in prayer—a circle who,
When soon or late they reach that shore 
O’er life’s rough ocean driven 
Will all rejoice—no wanderer lost 
A family in Heaven.
It is not poetry alone which leads us to believe 
that
On such a scene an angel might
Look down from Heaven with pure delight.
The sketch I send you, is taken from the Charles­
ton Mercury—thereading of which has elicited this 
remark, and is of so striking a character that, were 
it found in any work professedly fictitious, it would 
be immediately condemned as altogether beyond 
the reach of probability.—It is however undoubt­
edly true, and I should be pleased to see it in the 
columns of the Observer. P.
“There is now living in St. Peter’s Parish, a 
widow lady, whose locks are silvered by age, but 
whose placid countenance almost tempts the stran­
ger to contradict the universal application of the 
sentiment, “man was born to trouble.” That la­
dy is Mrs. Sarah Lawton. The 6th day of last 
February was the anniversary of her birth, and 77 
years had been rolled by, leaving upon her recol ­
lection only scenes of pleasure to cheer the path­
way of declining age. The morn was ushered in 
by the sunbeams, reflected from the hoary frost, 
and the old lady, whose pleasurable anticipations 
had not allowed an hour’s “slumber to her eye­
lids" during the night, came forth in all the digni­
ty of age, and smiled with complaisance upon those 
who were making preparations for the feast. At 
an early hour the rattling of gigs, and carriages, 
the neighing of horses, the running to and fro of 
servants, the frolics of the little boys and girls, 
the civilities of youthful companions, and the warm 
gratulations of those of maturer years, presented 
a seene of innocent gaiety which even happy Mul­
berry Grove had never before witnessed. This 
day had been long spoken of, and the expected 
dinner was the theme of every table talk. With 
their best apparel and their happiest smiles, chil­
dren and grand children and great grand children 
entered the habitation and approached the great 
arm chair, receiving the maternal kiss, and the 
maternal blessing. She wept, and they wept, she 
smiled, and they smiled, and the tear was the tear
From the Episcopal Recorder.
JOURNAL OF THE NEW-YORK CONVENTION.
We have just received the Journal of the pro­
ceedings of the 47th Convention of the Diocese 
of New-York, held in Trinity Church, New-York, 
on the 4th, 5th, and 6th days of October. The 
number of the clergy who attended the Conven­
tion as members, is 68, of laymen, 102. The 
whole number of clergy on the list published with
the journal, is 158.
From the extent of this Diocese, and the num­
ber of congregations connected with it, the Bish­
op’s account of his Episcopal services, is necessa­
rily of great length. His address to the Conven- 
vention occupies twenty pages of the Journal, and 
being principally occupied by the concerns of the 
different parishes, is not suited lor publication in 
a paper like our’s, where brevity is so much called 
for. In connexion with the affairs of the Diocese, 
we find occasional remarks on subjects of interest, 
some of which we proceed to notice.
In the first part of the address, the Bishop in re­
cording the consecration of the Mission Church, 
under the direction of the New-York City Mis­
sion Society, gives some interesting information 
relative to its history. The present condition is 
represented as highly prosperous. The following 
remarks exhibit a powerful motive in connexion
. .............. — with others, for the establishment of a similar
of love, and the smile the smile of joy. And hav- Church in all our large cities.
ing gathered them all about her, she said: “My “There are perpetually resorting to this city, 
children, I have long anticipated this day, with a for the purposes of business from all parts of the
fond wish to see you all before I die, and now I , country, young persons of both sexes, belonp-ino-
feel that it is a little heaven below;” for already
had her children been making the house resound
with songs of praise to Him from whom all bles-o . -!- T—~ ,... uuuger or Deing lost to their Church, and
sings flow: and she continued, the Lord has done even to religion generally, by the want of proper 
wonders for me; he has given me a family, eigh-| provision for their attendance at our places of wor 
ty-four in number, and what demands my highest, ship. That want is now happily supplied The 
gratitude, all my children and grand children who I Mission Church is opened to all without monev 
are grown, are professors of religion, and not one I and without price; and many a bitter pang, it may 
lias ever disgraced his family, but all contribute to j be surely hoped, will be thus spared the anxious
the happiness of my life. Even those who have 
married into my family, are also all religious ex-
___ ___________ ~ ~ UUU lULLiJ 1 II
a son-in-law, who was also in some holy calling. 
My family is healthy and happy, and they are al-• 
most all living near me. Oh, when I look at you 
all, my heart is full of gratitude to God, to think; 
how I am blessed with children and grand chil­
dren, affectionate and dutiful, to comfort me in 
my declining years. God bless you, my children.”
country, young persons of both sexes, belonging 
to respectable and pious, but not wealthy families 
of our communion. These have heretofore been 
in great dan er f bei  l st t  t eir rc , a
n o -- --------11 ’
___"uuiu i, m tms wt
every parent of our Communion, sending a son or 
daughter to the city, without the means, through 
friends, or ability to pay, of comfortable accom­
modations in other of our Churches, to direct his 
or her attention to the Mission Church, and to the 
pastoral care of tho r:«— i»c—: —
She then directed a little stand to be brought to 
her, and upon it was placed a large family Bible 
and a hymn book. Her eldest son, between 50 
and 60 years of age, read irom the holy book— 
“and thou Solomon, my son, know thou the God 
of thy Fathers, and serve him with a perfect heart 
and a willing mind:” “if thou seek him, he will 
be found of thee; but if thou forsake him, he will 
cast thee oft forever.” And from this text he de­
livered, with as much pathos as the interest of the 
occasion called for, an address that seemed to reach 
every heart, and to make every eye pour forth 
streams of love. His youthful brother closed the 
exercises with a feeling and impressive prayer. 
Soon after which the dinner was served up, and 
forty-four sat down to the first table, all except 
one being professors of religion.—The old lady’s 
countenance told, in language more forcible than 
my pen can express, the joy of her heart, as from 
the head of the table she surveyed her children, 
with the fond hope that all these would sit down 
with her at the Saviour’s board to enjoy the new 
wine in her Father’s kingdom. The younger part 
of this happy family then took the places their fa­
thers and mothers vacated, and it was indeed cal­
culated to fill the bosom with indescribable emo­
tion, to see about forty boys and girls enjoy the 
birth-day feast their aged grand-mother had pre­
pared for them.—Doubtless the prayers she utter­
ed for their future prosperity emanated from her 
heart, an incense perfumed with the blood of the 
Lamb of God, and will be answered by her Heav­
enly Father, when she is silent in the grave yard 
where her departed pious husband already sleeps.”
sisted in laying the corner-stone of a new church, 
edifice for the corporation of the Church Du Saint 
Esprit. A French, translation of our Liturgyjs 
used in this Church, and all the services are per- 
formed in the same language, as many of our read, 
ers are aware.
“ The ancient edifice,” says Bishop Onderdonl, 
“in which the fathers, and the fathers’ fathers, of 
the present members of that parish worshipped, 
and which was erected in 1704 by the persecuted 
Huguenots who fled from their native shore, had 
become from the immense changes and enlarge, 
ment of the city, very inconveniently situated, and
required, from decay, very extensive repairs. It 
was therefore resolved by the Vestry to dispose 
of the materials of that building, and of its site 
and provide another edifice in a more elioible ]0’ 
cation. There, in Franklin-street, their new Church' 
commenced in May, is now advancing towards its 
completion, and promises to be a valuable and 
highly ornamental addition to the sacred edifices 
of this city. The public services, however, of the 
estimable Rector of the parish are continued in 
temporary accommodations.
“Agreeably to arrangements made by my pre. 
decessor, under the authority of the General Con. 
vention, the French translation of the Liturgy used 
in the above parish, has been carefully revised 
and improved by the Rector, and a new edition1 
printed.”
In referring to the Annual Commencement « 
the General Theological Seminary, its present con­
dition is represented as highly prosperous. The 
number of Students is yearly increasing. The 
legacy of Mr. Lorillard has added largely-to the 
endowment of the Institution; but some time will 
perhaps elapse, before the amount will be receiv­
ed into its treasury.
In adverting to two cases of death among the 
clergy of the Diocese, Bishop Onderdonk pays a 
just tribute to the memory of the Rev. G. L. Hin­
ton, and adds a gratifying testimony to the faith­
fulness of the clergy, during the prevalence of the 
Cholera. The passage is as follows:—
“ But, Brethren, in detailing the changes which 
have taken place in our ministry, I must now ad­
vert to those occasioned by the stroke of death. 
Two have been thus removed within the year. 
The Rev. Seth Hatt, one of the oldest Presbyt­
ers of the Church, and who, for about thirty years, 
was the pastoral head of the parish of St. Geor­
ge’s, Hempstead, Long island, has been taken to 
his rest. But he was at a period of life, and had 
been visited with premonitory sufferings, which 
had prepared us to look for his departure. Not 
so the case of another beloved brother, one of the 
younger Presbyters of the Diocese. The dread­
ful scourge of pestilence with which our country 
has been visited, sought out, for one of its first 
victims in this city, the Ilev. George L. Hinton, 
Rector of St. Andrew’s Church. The sympathies 
of us all have been awakened by the melancholy 
fact of the removal to the grave, by almost the 
same stroke, of himself, his amiable and estima­
ble wife, and the two children who formed the 
only other members of their immediate household. 
Mr. Hinton devoted to his high and holy duties 
and responsibilities a faithful and true heart, well 
informed in the principles of the Gospel and thor­
oughly devoted to their promotion. He knew well 
the Church, and as well loved it. He was emi­
nently true to pastoral obligations, and found his 
death in faithful devotion to them.
“The record of this melancholy event calls my 
mind involuntarily to a just tribute to the fidelity 
of my reverend brethren, the pastors of our com­
munion in this city, and in other places of the Di­
ocese, during the prevalence of the malignant pes­
tilence with which we have been scourged. Al­
most to a man, they remained faithfully at their 
posts, fulfilling, at the bedsides of the sick, and 
in the families of the bereft, the fitting pastoral 
offices, and providing, in the services of the sanc­
tuary, that refuge in calamity which is dear to tire 
pious heart, and those means of the spiritual im­
provement of God’s judgments which they 
largely afford.” . . „
The remainder of the Journal is principally W-__ —w. juijbJioo&MiA vhuh --- _------ - vzr 4.1 Jeb minis*e City Missionary.” | led with the reports of the diftcien P^r statcd,
On the 5th of May last, Bishop Onderdonk as-1 ters and Missionaries. There w ere, i
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132 organized parishes under the care of 107 
officiating ministers, (61 Rectors, 6 assistant min­
isters, and 40 Missionaries)—Baptisms reported, 
2,438, of which 471 were adults. Communicants 
8,819, of which 1,244 have been added during the 
last year in 78 parishes. Confirmed 1,510—or­
dained 15 Deacons and 7 Priests—Marriages 695. 
Burials 2,015—Sunday-schools reported in 68 
parishes 53, of which report 5,914 scholars.
CONVERSION OF A MINISTER.
The following account of the conversation of a 
clergyman is from the “Imperial Magazine.”
The Rev. Mr. W., the minister of the parish 
in which Captain Arnold had fixed his residence, 
was one of those whom the pen of Cowper has so 
accurately portrayed.
“Behold the picture! Is it like? like whom?
The things that mount the rostrum with a skip,
And then skip down again; pronounce a text;
Cry—hem, and reading what they never wrote,
Just fifteen minutes, huddle up their work,
And with a well bred whisper close the scene!
His horses and his hounds shared more of his so­
licitude and company, than either his parishioners 
or his family enjoyed. He had been transferred 
from the academic purlieus of Oxford, where he 
had acquired more of the fashionable accomplish­
ments of the day, sporting and intrigue, than of 
classic lore or sound theology, to the valuable liv­
ing which he now held by the gift of a titled rela­
tive.
His lucrative benefice, together with his heredi­
tary patrimony, and a handsome fortune which he 
had received with his wife, afforded him ample 
means to follow the prevailing disposition of his 
mind—to unite in the inspiring “ Halloo,” by day, 
“over mountains and through dales,” and to join, 
in the evening, the merry group. His manners, 
however, were in the highest order gentlemanly to­
wards strangers, and until intimacy tore away the 
mask, they wore the most imposing front, while to 
the poor of his parish he endeared himself, not by 
pastoral visits and spiritual counsel, but by liberally 
supplying, whenever requested, their temporal ne­
cessities.
An affair of importance, of a parochial nature 
called for the presence of the minister and his 
military friend at a distance. The clergyman very 
politely requested that the captain would favor him 
with his company in his carriage to which invita­
tion he with somethiing like violence to his own 
feelings, gave consent.
The morning of the day on which the journey 
was to be commenced, broke forth with more than 
usual loveliness. The vehicle droye up the smooth­
ly gravelled pathway, and the two leaders took 
their seats on opposite sides of the carriage.
As the shades of the evening were gathering 
fast around, they reached a small town, at which 
they were under the necessity of remaining for the 
night. The coachman drove to the principal inn, 
where they alighted. Refreshments having been 
furnished, and cheerfully consumed by the sharp- 
appetited guests, the landlord was summoned 
by the vociferation of the noisy bell, and in­
formed of the intention of his visitors to become 
his tenants for the night. Making a low bow, he 
assured them, with unassumed sincerity, how much 
he felt himself honored by their company, and 
how gratified he should be in serving them to the 
extent of his ability. He regretted, however, to 
inform them that his inn did not afford any other 
unengaged accommodation than a two-beclded room. 
“ A two-bedded room!" thundered out the portly 
rector; and he declared he should not be accommo­
dated in that way. The innkeeper stood trem­
bling before his guest, more alarmed at the pros­
pect of losing two such valuable customers than at 
the sudden paroxysm of rage into which Mr.
—had fallen. Captain Arnold noticed his 
trepidation, and feeling for his friend, mildly de­
sired the inn-keeper to withdraw, and then in a 
tone and manner perfectly easy observed as fol­
lows: —‘‘Mr. W——, do not disturb yourself on 
this subject; I have frequently, in the campaigns 
in which I have been engaged, been obliged to 
be thankful for much worse accommodation than 
this inn will afford. A blanket and pillow in this 
large arm-chair will serve my purpose,—where
I have no doubt of sleeping soundly until the 
morning; you can, therefore occupy the two-bed­
ded room yourself, and all difficulty on this head 
will be immediately removed.”•
This was language and conduct for which Mr.
W------was not quite prepared, and at first he felt
half ashamed of his own expression, but present­
ly recovering himself he replied, ‘No, Captainj I 
am not to be beaten after that fashion.—We will 
share the room between us.” This was soon agreed 
on, and the rejoiced landlord speedily furnished 
them with a guide, who conducted them to their 
chamber.
The minister soon disrobed himself notwithstand­
ing his powerful objection to a two-bedded room. 
The Captain was not, however, quite so expedi­
tious; for a difficulty had now presented itself to 
his mind. His invariable conduct, before he sought 
“Nature’s sweet restorer, balmy sleep.”
was to read a chapter either from the Old or New 
Testament, and by solemn prayer commend him­
self and family to Him, “whose eyes neither slum­
ber nor sleep.” To do so now, would expose him 
to pharisaism from his reverend friend, and not 
to do so, wound his own conscience. The conflict 
was short—he determined to attend to propriety, 
and leave the result to the Judge of principle. 
He accordingly drew from his pocket his constant 
companion, a new Testament, and sitting down, 
read a chapter from one of the Gospels, after which 
he bowed his knees before the Omnipotent Deity, 
supplicating with fervor his blessing, acknowledging 
with sorrow his sins, and with gratitude reviewed 
the mercies he had received, and then retired to 
rest.
On drawing aside the curtain in the morning 
which surrounded his bed, he was surprised to find 
that Mr. W. had already left the room. By refer­
ring to his watch, he found it was yet early. He 
dressed hastily, and after performing his morning 
devotions, descended to the parlor, in which he 
had supped on the past evening. On entering, he 
was struck, at beholding the reverend gentleman 
walking backwards and forwards with agitated ac­
tion, while his countenance bore evident expres­
sion of restlessness and irritation.
Capt. Arnold courteously wished him “a good 
morning,” and inquired if he had not slept well ? 
“Slept!” vociferated his companion, “who could 
sleep, while you were making a fuss with reading 
and praying all night?” He again paced the room 
with increased agitation, while his friend expres­
sed his sincere regret, if he had disturbed him: 
accompanied with an assurance, that he was not 
aware his voice had even arisen to a whisper.— 
Such indeed was the fact, but without regarding 
the apology offered, or without answering it, he 
rejoined, “I pray as well as you without making 
I all this ado about it, and that is sufficient.” The 
J captain perceived, that to enter into discussion on 
the point at issue for the present, would produce 
no beneficial effects, and therefore softening down 
his offence as much as possible, and bearing with 
Christian temper the wrath of his fellow, he resolv­
ed to watch a favorable opportunity at some fu­
ture period, to advert to the subject.
They were returningfrom the second day’s jour­
ney when Capt. Arnold, who had been for some 
time silently gazing upon and pitying his compan­
ion, felt considerably agitated by the thought of 
losing the favorable, and perhaps, only opportuni­
ty he might ever have, of speaking closely to him 
on the subject of religion. He accordingly com­
menced, and for some time appeared to be heard 
with cold indifference, when suddenly Mr. W. 
turned half round as if indignant at the kindness 
displayed towards him. The hopes of the captain 
appeared all blighted. To pursue his conversa­
tion further, he conceived would be vain, when he 
perceived his friend place his elbow upon his knee, 
and leaning his pale cheek upon his hand, tears, 
which were sought to be concealed, flowed silent­
ly down. This caught the attentive gaze of the 
anxious soldier. Transported emotions flowed 
through his soul. He hailed the noiseless stream 
as a harbinger of coming joy. He did not, how­
ever, appear to observe the tears which fell; but 
left them to work their own effects, not doubting 
that his prayers and exertions had been rendered
instrumental in affecting the mind of his clerical 
fellow-traveller.
They reached the inn at which they had slept, 
on the last night but one before; which, on enter­
ing the parlor, the first question asked of the land­
lord, by Mr. W. was, ‘ Is your two bedded room 
vacant?’ On being answered in the affirmative, 
he turned to the captain, and with an affectionate 
smile inquired, ‘Will you object, Capt. Arnold, 
to sleep in the two-bedded room?” ‘Not in the 
least, my dear sir,’ replied his friend, ‘indeed, if 
it accord with your wishes, I shall most certainly 
prefer it.’
No further explanation took place, but after sup • 
per they retired, as on the previous evening, when 
on being left alone, the clergyman, placing his 
hand on the captain’s shoulder, said in a tone of 
the most subdued character, ‘Captain, you know 
how to pray yourself, will you pray for me?’ As­
tonishment and joy mingled their efforts, and uni­
ted their influence so powerfully, as nearly to over­
copie the pious captain. He was unable immedi­
ately to articulate a sound.
Having somewhat recovered himself, he affec­
tionately pressed the hand of Mr. W., at the same 
time congratulating him on his mind; and kneeling 
together, he wrestled with God for him, in all the 
eloquence of heart-felt sensibility, and with all the 
irresistibility of vigorous faith. The convulsive 
emotions of the penitent, were seen, and audible. 
They retired, each to his bed, but not to sleep. 
No! the desire of Mr. W. for information was as­
tonishing. A light surpassing the brightness of the 
mid-day sun, had shed its luminous rays across his 
mind. ‘Tell me, captain, about this new birth, 
or explain to me what it means.’ Never was teach­
er more successful or more happy to instruct, never 
was pupil more docile and anxious to learn, than 
the captain and his friend. The things which had 
been taught and listened to in former times as a 
task, now appeared to be remembered and under­
stood. A peculiar aptitude to comprehend the 
things of God possessed the mind of the convert.
They reached home the following night, when 
the first question asked by Mr. W. of his ser­
vant, was “is Mrs. W. well? how are the children?” 
The servant stood half confounded, gazed at his 
master with open eyes and mouth: doubting if he 
were not suddenly deranged. Had he inquired 
bow Dido, Seraph, Splash, Fortune, or some other 
of his dogs and horses were, no astonishmentwouhl 
have been excited, but to ask after his wife and 
children, was past comprehension. It was what 
had never been heard before. At length the ser­
vant stammered out—“Mistress, is I be—believe 
well; I have not heard of any accident befalling 
h er sir.”
He passed the servant before he had concluded his 
speech, and with the captain entered the drawing 
room. There sat his too much neglected wife, 
surrounded by three or four blooming children.— 
With a half frantic eagerness he embraced each in 
turn, dropping a tear on their cheeks as he kissed 
them, and then turning to his wife he said, ‘my 
dear, we will have family prayer to night.’ Mrs. 
W. turning upon him her affectionate pleading eye, 
mildly replied, oh Mr. W. do not let us add hy­
pocrisy to all our sins.’ ‘ No my dear,’ rejoined 
the now sincerely kind Mr. W. ‘ I am I trust no 
hypocrite. I will read a portion from the sacred 
volume, and,’ continued he, turning to Capt. Ar­
nold,—‘myfriead here, will pray with us.’
In a few words an explanation was given to his 
thankful wife, and the bell was rung. A ser­
vant entered: ‘John,’ said his master, ‘go to the 
study, and bring me the Bible.’ ‘The Bible sir?’ 
repeated John, doubting if his ears had not deceiv­
ed him. ‘ Ah, John, you may well ask if I mean 
the Bible,’ replied Mr. W. ‘yes, go and bring me 
that too long neglected book.’ The servant dis­
appeared, and while he was gone for the Bible, the 
bell was again rung for the other servants. They 
came with some degree of misgiving into his pre­
sence, endeavoring to call to mind what they bad 
done, and to receive, as they expected, a severe 
reprimand, as was not unusual with him. They 
were, however, additionally surprised, when he 
kindly desired them to take each a seat, while he 
read with peculiar ewphasis and solemnity, a por­
tion from the word of God. The Captain prayed,
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and-the everting was'cloiedin-a way that ne*e,had “ the west, means sufficient would be
ever witnessed in that dwelling before. fillish a suitable buildinSfOT the theoloS,cal dePartm ’
Friday came, and on the following Sabbath, suppose this application will soon be ma:<, ant we 
Mr. W. would have, as usual, to meet his flock in doubt that adequate funds for the purpose will be easi y o - 
the church. lie entered his study: turned over tained.
a heap of sermons, one by one, exclaiming to him- 5 £—^~^^7tisfied that the useful-
self, as he threw aside Ins former exhibitions, that - * upon the frequency
wfll not do—that is not proper,-that is wretched. , al visits< M we have known,
< Is .Ins, he sighed, the trash with which I have • J s with „c.
been so long in the habit of feeding the souls of , f -i j • th-
my peopie, or rather starving them with a shadow eeptance, ant wmc wi non. reproac , ’
of the bread of life? I will however, no more so ^d were consequently mefficient hbore^^ 
insult God, and ruin the people of my charge.’ j apparent goo . m wee y ex lor a ion r ,,
Perplexed and confounded, he determined to j clothed with all the power which truth and piety and elo- 
offeran apology to his people, on the following qucnce can give it, and it may sink deep into the heart; but 
Sabbath for not having a sermon for them, On the who that has experienced its deceitfulness, does not mow, t at 
ground of his recent journey—and SO dismiss them, the seed thus sown, will seldom take root and heai mit, un- 
Tlie day arrived, and he entered the desk in the less tended by more frequent culture? The cares or pleasures 
morning, and in an impressive tone never before j of the world, if allowed a whole week, unmolested, to woik 
heard from him, read the service. There was their deadening influences, will be almost sure to destroy its 
something even about his appearance and manner,
bo perfectly new and strange to the people, that 
they gaped with wonder, scarcely believing the 
evidence of their senses. He ascended the pulpit, 
and commenced by stating bis regret that he had 
not time to prepare a discourse agreeable to his 
present views of truth. In undisguised simplicity, 
lie informed them of bis recent change, the means, 
its nature, and its effects; and declared be had 
been among them as a wolf in sheep's clothing, 
but that be now determined, by the grace of God, 
to be a true minister of the Gospel which lie be­
lieved; walking in and out before them in upright­
ness, and feeding them with knowledge and with 
the bread of life.
Thus he continued, for half an hour or more, 
preaching Christ to the people, without taking a 
text or being aware that he was performing the 
work which he pledged himself hereafter to ac­
complish. Overpowered at last by bis feelings, 
he burst into tears, and descending from the pulpit, 
was met by bis weeping friends, who hanging upon 
his arm, or surrounding his person, accompanied 
him into the vestry.
His church was soon filled with such as worship­
ped God in spirit and in truth; and he still labors, 
it is believed, with growing pleasure and increas­
ing success, in his Master’s vineyard, blessing the 
time that he first met with the pious Captain Ar­
nold, or slept in a i wo bedded room.
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Theological Professorship.—Our readers will recollect 
the proposed plan of “A Clergyman,” to raise a sufficient sum 
for the support of an additional l’rofessor in the Theological 
Si minary of this Diocese, for five years, by procuring thirty 
subscriptions of one hundred dollars each, to he paid in annual 
instalments of twenty dollars.—We have the pleasure of an­
nouncing three subscriptions in addition to those previously 
pledged.—The whole number is now ten. The following is a 
list, which we shall continue to publish, as we trust with some 
accessions, weekly:—
A Clergyman; St. Paul's Church, Chillicothe; Harcourt Pa­
rish, Gambier; An Association of ten Students in Kenyon Col­
lege; Noble Taylor, Esq., Morristown; Prof. Michell, Ken. Col 
Gambier; Ladies of Trinity Church, Columbus; Mr. B. L.
Woolley, New- York; l)r. Willett, New- York, 2 subscriptions.
Wc now understand that eleven additional subscriptions have 
been obtained to this Professorship__ The names of the sub­
scribers have not yet been forwarded to us. These with the Thc House of clerical and Lay DcputIes hav;ng at 
three announced last week, were procured at the east, through Convention requested the House of Bishops to express their 
the instrumentality of Bishop Mcllvaine.—With so many ! opinion as to the proper postures to he used in the Commu-
additional subscriptions we may now calculate with confidence j 'I''”-’ ^®CL’ )'bb a view of effecting uniformity in that respect, 
corn i i»l a .tri ! “"ring its celebration, and the request having been then or-
on the completion of the full number, and the speedy establish- ; d^red to lie on the table for future consideration, the House of
ment of the " ...... i i-.. .
hope, then
cd on such a footing as will render it adequate 
ties. The library is a most valuable one for the use of Theo­
logical Students, and with two professors in that department, 
besides the valuable services of our Bishop, whom Providence 
has so kindly given to us, every thing will be secured except 
suitable buildings. These, if the number of students increas­
es, will be absolutely necessary.—This want, however, we are 
not willing to believe, will be long unsupplied__ Indeed as­
surances have reached us, that if application were only made 
to the Episcopalians of Ohio, and the friends of our Seminary
life, and render it wholly unfruitful—All those means, then, 
which call the attention of the hearers of the gospel to its 
solemn realities, in the intervals of its stated ministrations, 
have been found highly useful in the promotion of its cause. 
We regard pastoral visits as one of the most efficient of these 
means, and would recommend the following plan to the atten­
tion and imitation, (so far as circumstances may admit) of our 
clerical brethren. It is taken from the report to the New- 
York Convention, of the Rev. Mr. Whitehouse, the Rector 
of St. Luke’s Church, Rochester, whose success as a minister 
affords no inconsiderable evidence of its value.
As the plan of parochial visiting has been tested for nearly 
two years, and found profitable and convenient, it is trusted 
that a slight sketch of it will not be deemed intrusive.
'Pile congregation is divided into twelve sections, containing 
in each the families most contiguous to each other, and num­
bered from one upward. These sections are made to facili­
tate two kinds of parochial intercourse. The first, that of 
visiting from house to house, distinguished by the name of 
family visits; tlie other that of assembling the members of 
each collectively, in some house in the section, to which the 
appellation has been assigned of pastoral visits. A very 
slight notice on each Sunday that the “family visits” will be 
on such days, in such sections, prepares every individual to re­
ceive the clergyman. Time is not only saved, the individuals 
found at home, but what is much more important, prepared in 
the domestic arrangements so as to allow of that conversation, 
and frequently religious exercises with the assembled family, 
which is so important, and under ordinary circumstances so 
difficult to attain. The principal object of the “Pastoral Vi­
sits” is to bring the members of the Church, living in the 
same neighborhood, into an acquaintance with each other.— 
They are occupied partly by conversation, and partly by reli­
gious services, conducted entirely by the Rector, of exposition 
of the Scriptures, prayer, &c. The Epistle for the week has 
during the past year been made the subject of comment. Any 
poor or sick known to require relief are named, and commend­
ed to the attention of the section.
Two of the sections receive family visits, and two united a 
pastoral visit, weekly; and by this means each family in a large 
congregation, if the engagements be kept, may have parochial 
intercourse with their pastor once in three weeks.
General Convention.—Several things were omitted in 
the account which was given in our preceding numbers of the 
proceedings of this body. An authorized selection from the 
Psalms, to consist chiefly of the version now in use, with some 
alterations, has been set forth, and a committee appointed for 
their publication. Though this change will subject to some 
inconvenience for a time, it is one which was much needed, 
and will be found to conduce very much to the benefit and 
pleasure of this part of divine worship.
As a matter of minor importance, hut yet worthy of notice 
as tending to produce uniformity in this respect in all our 
churches, we insert an “ Opinion of the House of Bishops re­
specting the proper postures to be observed during tlie admin­
istration of the holy Communion.”
mon that as the holy Communion is of a spiritually sacri­
ficial character, the standing posture should be observed by 
him, whenever that of kneeling is not expressly prescribed, to 
wit, in all parts, including the Ante-communion and Post- 
communion, except the Confession, and the Prayer immedi­
ately preceding the prayer of consecration.
Secondly, with regard to the people, the Bishops are of 
opinion that they should observe the kneeling posture during 
all the prayers and other acts of devotion, except the “ Gloria 
in Excelsis," when standing is required by the rubric, and ex­
cept, also, during the allowed portion of hymns in metre, 
when the analogy of our services requires the same posture.
The same analogy, as well as fitness of posture for the 
ceeding private devotions, which are required alike by propf'" 
ty and godly custom, suggests kneeling as the posture in which 
to receive the final blessing.
Analogy, also, and the expression at the close of the shorte 
exhortation immediately preceding the Confession, as well f 
the rubric before the Confession,, which suppose the posture of 
kneeling to be then assumed, indicate that that exhortation 
and the longer one immediately preceding, should be heard b’ 
the people standing.
The pastures, therefore, proper to be observed by the Peo. 
pie during the Communion Office, the Bishops believe to h 
as follows:—
Kneeling during the whole of the Ante-communion, except 
the epistle, which is to be heard in the usual posture for hear 
ing the Scriptures, and the gospel, which is ordered to 
heard standing.
The sentences of thc Offertory to be heard sitting, as the 
most favorable posture for handing alms, &c„ to the’m-n™ 
collecting. P
Kneeling to be observed during the prayer for the Church 
militant.
Standing during the exhortations.
Kneeling to be then resumed, and continued until after the 
prayer of Consecration.
Standing at tlie singing of the Hymn.
Kneeling when receiving the Elements, and dufintr the Post- 
communion, or that part of the service which succeeds the de­
livering and receiving of the Elements, except the “ Gloria U 
1 Excelsis,'' which is to be said or sung standing. After which 
the congregation should again kneel to receive the blessing.
The House of Bishops are gratified at the opportunity af­
forded them, by the above noticed request of the House of 
Clerical and Lay Deputies, of contributing to what they hope 
will be perfect uniformity, in all our Churches, in the matter 
now before them.
RELIGIOUS XHTELLIGEITCE.
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society.—We un­
derstand that the Board of Directors of this Society, ma 
from time to time, during the session of the late Convention, 
until the subjects before them were disposed of. The propo- 
sition from the Missionary and Education Society of New- 
York, in relation to the Mission at Green Bay, (published in 
our last,) was referred to the Executive Committee for deci­
sion. It will be interesting to our readers to learn, that the 
Directors resolved upon the continuation of the Missionary 
Paper. The plan of publication, will, however, be diflerent 
from that hitherto pursued. It will be issued hereafter to sub- 
scribers, though we presume the gratuitous distribution will 
not be wholly discontinued.
The collections recently made for the Society in New-York, 
(for the amount of which, we refer to the Treasurer’s Report,) 
are encouraging. They will not only materially assist the 
Society in its operations, hut serve as an example and stimulus 
to its friends throughout the Church.—Episcopal Recorder.
Missionary Meeting.—On Monday evening, Nov. 5th, 
a meeting was held in St, Stephen’s Church, m this city, to 
aid the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society in their 
operations in the Valley of the Mississippi. The meeting was 
opened with prayer, by the Rev. Dr. Bedell. Rev. Dr. 
Montgomery stated the purposes for which the meeting was 
called. Some very interesting statements of the wants of thc 
West were made by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Smith of Kentucky, 
and by tlie Rev. Mr. Weller of Tennessee. These statements 
were well calculated to excite the interest and sympathy of the 
privileged Christians of this place in regard to the wants of 
their western brethren. The Rev. Drs. Bedell and Mont­
gomery afterwards pressed upon the congregation the duty of 
assistance in this important cause.
The evening was unpleasant and the congregation small, yet 
the collection amounted to more than one hundred dollars. 
There is now every thing in the prospects of our Western 
Dioceses to encourage liberal efforts on the part of the friends 
of the Church in this quarter—lb.
Vermont Bible Society—The anniversary of this Society 
was held at Montpelier, on the 17th ult. Receipts $2025; 
whole amount paid into the Treasury since its organization in 
1812, $25,799; paid over to the parent society during the last 
year $1235.—Rochester Obs.
Vermont Colonization Society.—This Society also held 
its anniversary at Montpelier, on the 17th ult. Amount of 
receipts, the last year, $90 k 98, besides several donations made 
[ directly to the parent society. A collection was taken at this 
meeting of $25.23. Annual sermon was preached by Rev. 
) J. Converse, from Deut. xv. 62—65. The text is worth look­
ing at—peculiarly appropriate. The preacher had resided at 
the South. 1000 copies were ordered trom the press, for gra­
tuitous distribution—lb.
Toleration in India__ A regulation lias been passed by the
government of Bengal, according to which none of the na­
tives Tn that Presidency will henceforward forfeit their right 
to the share of heritable property, on account of a change of 
religion. By the Hindoo laws, the forsaking of Ilindooism 
is attended with the loss of rank, respectability, property, and 
every thing that makes life desirable. The Mahomedan la* 
is at least equally severe. _ _
Two or three years since, the native government in Traran- 
core, in southern India, issued a proclamation expressly to e- 
rating the profession of Christianity by its subjects, and ex­
empting the native Christians from all obligation to work on 
the Sabbath day, or to encourage and support the worship of 
idols.— Oriental Christian Spectator,
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'Die Treasurer of the Foreign and Domestic Missionary So- Pennsylvania, ministers and licentiates, about ISO, and 208 j Society, to know that the American system of Penitentiary 
cietv of the Protestant Episcopal Church, acknowledges the churches; making in all 310 ministers and 771 churches. discipline is recommended in it in the strongest terms. Thus
receipt of the following sums:— . i “Of these Reformed churches, about 160 are in the State ; may ‘nation after nation catch this song,’ and prisons through
1 j of New-York; 50 in New-Jersey; 370 in Pennsylvania; 10 ’ out the earth soon be modelled and pervaded by the benevolen
jin Maryland; 30 in Virginia; 21 in North-Carolina; 80 in i and reforming spirit of Christianity.—Boston Recorder.
20 00 1 Ohio; 20 in Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Louisiana.” ! ------
-------  I Yale College__ We have received, from a friend at New
The following interesting intelligence is from a letter of Dr. j Ilaven, the catalogue of 5 ale College. It contains the names 
Pinkerton, Agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1 ot 131 students viz:—Iheological 19, Law 31, Seniors 93,
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From the Leesburg Episcopal Female Missionary So- 
cietv Shelborn Parish, St. James’ Church, per Mrs.
L. PoweV, Treasurer. Greek Mission.
A member of Ail Saints’ Church, Frederick, Md.
The Children of the Female Sunday School of Christ 
Church, Baltimore, for Mrs. Hill’s School in 
Greece,
Emily II. Smith, Northampton, Virginia, per Rev.
J. Johns, for do.
Samuel Cutler, Esq., Portland, Maine. Greek Miss.
Young Ladies of Bishop Meade’s Congregation, Va.
at Long Branch School. Greek Mission.
Miss M. W. Harrison, per Bishop Meade. Greek 
Mission.
Rev. J. T. Brooke, Georgetown, D. C. Greek.
Buildings.
Mrs. Magruder. Greek Mission.
Missionary Association of St. Ann’s Church, Lowell,
Mass., per Rev. Mr. Edson.
Ladies’ Circle of Industry at Bellows Falls, Vt.; 2d 
payment on Mr. Greenleaf’s Plan.
Female Missionary Association of St. Matthew’s Ch.
Greek Mission.
Missionary Association, Bedford, Westchester Coun­
ty, N. Y., per Miss Ann Jay, Secretary.
Mrs. Clarkson, per Bishop Bowen.
Annual subscription of Mrs. Attica, Middleton, S. C.
Do. do. Mrs. Theodore Dehone, “
Do. do. Mrs. Wm. Dehone,
Donation from a Lady of Charleston, S. C.
Ann. subs, of Floyd Smith, Esq., N. Y., for 1832-3.
Do. of M. W. Collet, Esq., N. J.
A piece of Gold, from an unknown friend.
Donation of two Ladie’sof St. Peter’s Church, Phila­
delphia, per Rev. Dr. Kemper. Greek Mission.
Collection at St. John’s Church, N. Y. after the Ser­
mon preached by the Rt. Rev. Bishop White.
Donation from John G. Williams, Esq., Richmond,
Virginia.
C. Sherwood, N. Y., a donation,
Annual subs, of Rev. Clarkson Dunn.
Rev. Dr. Adams, Charleston, S. C., to constitute him 
a Life Member; per Dr. Farnum.
Miss E. T. Bucks, Pa. Greek Mission.
Contribution from the Children of the Female Sunday 
School of St. Peter’s Church, Baltimore, (during 
last year,) per Wm. Stavely. Greek School.
Female Missionary Society of St. John’s Church, 
Portsmouth, New-Hampshire, per Martha C. Ad­
ams, Treasurer.
Female Foreign Missionary Association of St. An­
drew’s Church, Hopkinton, N. H. per Rev. Mr.
Chase. Foreign Missions.
Episcopal Missionary Society of Portsmouth, N. II.,
(two years’ subscription,) per Mr. Charles Chase, 
Treasurer.
Collections made by the Rev. Wm. T. Potter, Quin­
cy, Mass.
Do. by the Rev. Mr. Babcock, Dedham, Mass.
Do. by the Rev. James How, Union Church, Clare­
mont, N. II.
A Friend,
Balance of collection after Sermon by the Rt. Rev.
Bishop White,
Donation from a Lady, for Kentucky,
Part of the Collection of St. Thomas’ Church, New-
York, after Sermon by Bishop Meade before the Di­
rectors of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary 
Society, 171 06
Donation from Isaac Lawrence, Esq. for the purposes 
of West and South-west, 100 00
A Lady in Northfield, Conn., per Rev. Mr. Holcomb, 4 00 
A Friend to Missions,
Female Mite Society of New-IIaven, Conn., per Rev.
II. Croswell,
Rev. II. W. Ducachct, M. D., Norfolk, Va., Greek 
Mission, $11; Greek Buildings, $12,
Miss. Asso. Fairfield, Vt., per A. J. Bradley, Sec’y.
Miss. Asso. Sheldon, Vt., per Rev. A. B. Hard,
(2 years)
Collection in St. George’s Church, N. Y. for Ohio 
and Kentucky Missions,
Donation from P. A. Jay, Esq. for do. per Rev. W. 
Richmond,
Do. from Mrs. Bangard, for do. by the same.
Do from Miss Jay, for do. by d0.
From S. Warren, Esq., Troy, first ann. paym’t. for do. 100 00 
Rev. William Richmond “ «< for do.
for St. Michael’s and St. James’ Churches, 100 00
G. Hoyt, Esq., for do., per Rev. W. Richmond, 50 00
A Lady, for do. by the same, 5 00
8 00
« 00
30 00
50 00 
9 60
36 00 
40 00
2 00 
5 00
4 00
1 00
23 00 
6 00
20 00
170 71
50 00 
25 00 
25 00
Nov. 6.
$1501 39
JACOB LEX, Treasurer,
No. 283, Market-street.
German Reformed Church—.According to the Albany 
Telegraph, «there are belonging to the Synod of the German 
Reformed Church in the United States, embracing the states 
of New-York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and North- 
Carolma, about 90 ministers and 400 churches; to the Re­
formed Synod of Ohio, embracing the states of Ohio, Indiana, 
Illinois, Missouri and Louisiana, about 40 ministers and 100 
churches; to the Independent Free Reformed Synod in Penn­
sylvania, 30 ministers and 70 churches; to the Synod of the
dated Ulm, (Bavaria) June 26th:—
In the village of------a great awakening lias been produced,
Mr. V------ says, principally through reading of the Scrip­
tures. A short time after the Carisbold reform took place an
inquest was held in------ by order of the Bishop; and out of
many hundred persons examined, the greater part were found 
to have adopted Protestant principles. The B(shop then saw, 
that if he pressed them, and took their pastor from them, 
which was threatened, they would all follow the Carishold ex­
ample; they were therefore admonished and left. In a valley
in the Tyrol Mountains called S------to which the Scriptures
had penetrated some time ago, out of 600 souls, upwards of 
200 are said to be awakened, and to have declared their deter­
mination to the . Austrian government to join the Protestant 
Church. Thus you see that our labors are not in vain; that 
the word of God is working powerfully in these parts: and 
that things are gradually maturing for a great change among 
the Roman Catholics of Germany. In this city I have made 
the acquaintance of the catholic Dean named Leider, who 
has gladly accepted of my offer of copies for the families and 
schools in his charge. Fie seems to be a liberal minded man, 
and desirous of instructing the rising generation out of- the 
Testament. He says he has about 10,000 souls under his 
charge; among whom there are 18 schools. I promised him 
400 Van Ess’s Testaments to begin with, which he engaged 
to circulate in conformity to our rules.
A Veteran Clergyman__ The Rev. Dr. Perkins, of
West Hartford, preached recently his sixtieth anniversary ser­
mon. In the course of it lie informed his auditory, nearly all 
of whom could date their birth since the commencement of 
his ministry, that in his church there had been one thousand 
deaths and one
thousand written 
ones, on other occasions of worship—that he had attended six­
ty ordinations and installations, and had preached twenty or­
dination sermons, twelve of which had been published by re­
quest,—that he had attended one hundred ecclesiastical coun­
cils, to heal difficulties in the churches, and that he had fitted 
for college one hundred and fifty students, and more than thir­
ty for the Gospel Ministry.
Dr. Perkins is now eighty-three years of age—his step is 
yet firm, his mind vigorous, and he continues to discharge his 
pastoral duties without interruption.—Hartford paper.
ne thousand baptisms-that he had delivered four lates 0,1 the 9th *»st- a/°unS 1}aa» ’» that city bY tbe »ame of 
itten sermons and three thousand extemporaneous Graves was sl»ot >7 a Wfow clerk, by the name of Mitchell,
GENERAL SUMMARY.
Order,
100. )No.
OFFICIAL.
Head Qarters op the Army 
Adjutant General's Office 
Washington, November 5, 1832.
The General-in-Chief has received from the War Depart­
ment the subjoined Regulation, which is published for the in­
formation and Government of the Army, and all others inter­
ested :
“ War Department, ) 
November 2d, 1832. j
1. Hereafter no ardent spirits will be issued to the troops 
of the United States, as a component part of the ration, nor 
shall any commutation in money therefor be paid to them.
2. No ardent spirits will he introduced into any fort, camp, 
or garrison of the United States, nor sold by any suttler to the 
troops. Nor will any permit be granted for the purchase of 
ardent spirits.
Under the authority vested in the President by the 8th sec­
tion of the act of Congress of April 14th, 1818 the following 
changes will be made in the rations issued to the Army:—
8. As a substitute for the ardent spirits issued previously to 
the adoption, of the General Regulation of November 30th, 
1830, and for the commutation in money prescribed thereby, 
eight pounds of sugar and four pounds of coffee will be allow­
ed to every one hundred rations.
LEW: CASS.”
R. Jones, Adj. Gen.
Prison Discipline Report__ The Seventh Report of the
Prison Discipline Society is now published. The correspond­
ence which it contains respecting imprisonment for debt in 
New-York and Kentucky, will attract great attention and 
must be extensively useful. In those states, especially in the 
latter, the experiment of abolishing imprisonment for debt has 
been fully tried, and the results are such as to justify the most 
sanguine expectations of the advocates of such a measure in 
other parts of the country and of tiie world. More than one- 
fifth part of the whole population of the United States are 
now enjoying the benefits of this improved legislation, which 
in New-York alone saves from imprisonment about 10,090 
persons annually. Massachusetts, we trust, and other states, 
will soon follow an example so evidently and greatly conducive 
to the interests of public justice, public morals, liberty, and 
economy.
The Report contains a letter from Samuel Hoare, Esq. of 
London, mentioning the labors of a select Committee of the 
House of Commons on the subject of secondary punishments, 
and expressing the hope that they would recommend the adop­
tion of an extensive plan of Penitentiary discipline. This 
hope has been realized. A copy of the Committee’s Report 
has lately been received in this city, and it must he gratifying
Juniors 75, Sophomores S8, Freshmen 98—The medical class 
not having assembled, they are not included. The average 
number of the medical students for the last ten years, lias been 
73, which added to the others, make the whole number 507. 
The number in the four college classes is 354.
The number of professors is 15, of whom seven, including 
the president, are connected with the academical institution, 
together with eight tutors and two assistant teachers. A cor­
respondent informs us that about 180 of the under graduates, 
rather more than half, are professors of religion.—New- York 
Evangelist.
We are happy to announce that proposals have been opened, 
and are before us, for the publication of the Life and Writings 
of General Hamilton, in the most authentic shape, being from 
the original manuscripts in the possession of the General’s 
family, and from the extent of the work, as stated in the pro­
posals, we believe the expectations of the public, however san­
guine on the subject, will be fully met. The publishers are 
Messrs. G. F. Hopkins and Son, the same gentlemen who, 
some years since, published the first respectable copy of the 
■Federalist corrected by Mr. John Wells, with the assent of 
Hamilton.—xV. Y. Gazette.
Cape de Verd Sufferers.—The appeal in behalf of the fam­
ishing inhabitants of the Cape de Verd Islands has been no­
bly answered by the American people. New-England has 
given about $15,000—Baltimore about $5,000—Norfolk 
$1,000—Richmond 600—One or two vessels have already 
sailed freighted with provisions. May propitious gales waft 
them to their port of destination!—Fred. Pa. Arena.
Murder in Missouri—A letter received from St. Louis re­
through the body while behind tlm counter. Graves fell, 
Mitchell walked to the door—returned—drew a second pistol, 
and reached over the counter and shot a brace of balls through 
the neck downward into the chest, which finished the business 
so well commenced. Graves died in a few moments.
The Hon. Lyttleton W. Tazewell, of Va., has resigned 
bis seat in the Senate of the United States.— Fredericksburg 
Political Arena.
The poem of the Hon. J. Q. Adams entitled Dermot Mac 
Morrogh, or the Conquest of Ireland, was to be published at 
Boston on the 3d inst. It is an Octavo of 108 pages.
The Monument, intended to be erected over the remains of 
the Mother of Washington, was shipped at New-York, on the 
31st ult. on board the Brig Superior, and may he daily ex­
pected here.—Frederichsbury Areny
The gross receipts of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road 
Company the last year were $136,937 70. The nett profit 
$61,236 20.
Biela's Comet made its nearest approach to the earth on the 
23d ult. It will he nearest the sun on the 28th November, 
distant only eighty -three millions of miles, It will appear 
brightest on the 13th November, when it will rise E. N. E., 
about ten o’clock in the evening, and come to the meridian at 
about four the next morning. All who feel anxious to view 
I this splendid Comet would do well to prepare themselves for 
j it; they have no time to lose.
I Cure for Painter's Colic—The Bulletin of the Society for 
' the Encouragement of National Industry, states that this dis­
order may be cured in the space of from three to five days,
} without in the least weakening the digestive organs, by the 
! acid sulphate of alumina and potassa, or common alum, dis- 
■ solved in a sufficient quantity of water, and given in a dose of 
from one to three grains a day.
India Rubber Water-proof Cloth.—A Boston paper says a 
new article has made its appearance in that city which is likely 
to become quite fashionable. It is Patent Water-proof Cloth 
made from India Rubber. We were shown by Mr. C. C. 
Nichols, the manufacturer, a pair of ladies’ shoes and boots of 
this cloth, which equalled in appearance the finest kid.
foreign.
Latest from England.—Advices have been received from 
England to the 4th Oct. There docs not seem to be any 
thing of interest in the extracts furnished by the New-York 
Editors. The funeral of Sir Walter Scott took place on the 
26th of September, when his remains were consigned to the 
tomb amidst the unfeigned regrets of thousands. The Gene­
ral Elections are to take place early in January. The Chole­
ra still lingers in various parts of the kingdom. The mother 
of Napoleon, Madame Letitia, is dead. Don Miguel’s army 
has been repulsed, with considerable loss, in a recent attack on 
Oporto. His affairs seem to be in a bad way. Reinforce­
ments for the Queen’s army continued to leave England. 
Belgian affairs had again assumed a pacific character. Fer­
dinand, of Spain, it seems, is not dead, or was not on the 22d 
Sept. He was exceedingly ill however.—Pa. Arena.
Mandate of the Pope to the Catholics in Poland__ Rome
Sept. 6—“ The Pope in compliance with the wish of Empe­
ror Nicholas, has just signed a brief, in which he declares to 
the clergy and Catholics of Poland, that all the faithful are 
bound to obey the Ukases issued by the lawful Sovereign who 
has recovered Poland.”
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SEASONS OF PRAYER.
BY HENRY WARE, JR.
To prayer, to prayer—for the morning breaks,
And earth in her Maker's smiles awakes,
His light is all below and above,
The light of gladness and life and love—
Oh ! then, on the breath of this early air,
Send up the incense of grateful prayer.
To prayer—for the glorious sun is gone,
And the gathering darkness of night comes on,
Like a curtain from God’s kind hand it Hows,
To shade the couch where his children repose.
Then kneel, while the watching stars are bright,
And give your last thoughts to the guardian of night.
To prayer—for the day that God has blest,
Comes tranquilly on with its welcome rest;
It speaks of creation’s early bloom;
It speaks of the Prince who burst the tomb.
Then summon the spirit’s exalted powers,
And devote to Heaven the hallowed hours.
There are smiles and tears in the mother’s eyes,
For her new-born infant beside her lies.
Oh, hours of bliss! when the heart o’erflows 
With a rapture a mother only knows.
Let it gush forth in words of fervent prayer;
Let it swell up to heaven for her precious care.
There are smiles and tears in that gathering band 
Where the heart is pledged with the trembling hand. 
What trying thoughts her bosom swell,
As the bride bids parents and home farewell!
Kneel down by the side of the tearful fair,
And strengthen the perilous hour with prayer.
Kneel down by the dying sinner’s side,
And pray for his soul, through Him who died,
Large drops of anguish are thick on his brow?
Oh! what is earth and its pleasures now?
And what shall assuage his dark despair,
But the penitent cry of humble prayer?
Kneel down at the couch of departing faith,
And hear the last words the believer saith.
He has bidden adieu to his earthly friends;
There is peace in his eye that upward bends;
There is peace in his calm confiding air;
For his last thoughts are God’s, his last words pray’r.
The voice of prayer at the sable bier;
A voice to sustain, to soothe and to cheer.
It commends the spirit to God who gave;
It lifts the thoughts from the cold dark grave;
It points to the glory where he shall reign,
Who whispered, “Thy brother shall rise again.”
The voice of prayer, in a world of bliss!
But gladder, purer, than rose from this.
The ransom’d shout to their glorious King;
Where no sorrow shades the soul as they sing;
But a sinless and joyous song they raise,
?iud their voice of prayer is eternal praise.
Awake, awake, and gird up thy strength,
To join that holy band at length.
To Him, who unceasing love displays,
Whom the powers of nature unceasingly praise; 
To him thy heart and thy hours be given,
For a life of prayer is the life of heaven.
MISCELLANY.
For the Gambier Observer.
Mr. Editor,—Should the following sketch of two great 
evils from the pen of Erasmus, who flourished in the 16th cen­
tury, and “whose great learning,” says Milner, (Vol. iv. p. 
235)—“whose elegant taste and whose acute understanding, 
are all unquestionable”—be thought worthy of insertion in 
your paper, by introducing it, you would oblige,
Yours, Pacificator.
THE SOLDIER’S CONFESSION: ---A COLLOQUY.
( Translated from Erasmus. J
Hanno. Why, how now, soldier, what is the matter with 
you? Art thou Mercury turned Vulcan?
Thrnsymachus. Wha» do you mean by your Mercurys and 
Vulcans? Han. Why you went out upon the wing, and are 
come back limping— Thras. Then I am come, as I should 
do, like a soldier.—Han. A soldier did you say? Why thou 
wouldest outrun a deer, if there was an enemy at thy heels. 
Thras. The hope of booty makes even the coward valiant. 
Han. Then it is to be hoped that you have made your fortune. 
Prithee, what plunder have you brought away? Thras. 
Empty pockets. Han. That’s light carriage, I must needs 
say.
Thras. But then on the other hand, I have a large burden 
of sins. Ilan. Ah, sin is a terrible weight, indeed; it is com­
pared, by the Prophet to lead. Thras. I never witnessed so 
much villainy before in my whole life, as in these wars- and 
yet I had my part of it too. Han. How then do you like a 
military life? Thras. It is beyond all doubt, the most wicked 
and miserable of all courses. Han. Yet some people, wheth­
er for money, ambition, or curiosity, make as much haste to a 
battle as to a banquet. What can be their real motive I won­
der’ Thras. I consider them as absolutely possessed; for if 
the evil spirit was not in them, they would never rush into
such a state of peril. Han. I am ot the '>dinc-‘ tj
set before them any honest pursuit and they will s^rc®7 ? 
a foot. But how went the battle, and who ^came he victor? 
7’Aras Why, what with the noise and clangor of drums and 
trumpets, horses and arms, I was so far from knowing what 
happened to others, that I could hardly tell where I was y- 
selfl Han. And vet I have seen those, who, after a hard 
fought engagement,'would describe every circumstance so ex­
actly as if they had stood upon an eminence all the while, and 
were mere unconcerned spectators. Such a commander 
did this exploit, and the other practised that manoeuvre, 
all which with the results and actions, they could paint 
with the utmost precision. Thras. In my opinion those 
men lied confoundedly; for if you would know what too 
place in my tent I could tell you, but as to what passed in the 
field I know little or nothing. Han. What, not so much as 
lameness? Thras. Even so; but 1how you came by your 
suppose it might have been occasioned by the kick ot a horse, 
or some accident of that sort. Ilan. Nay, that is very un­
likely; hut shall I tell you how it happened? Thras. Why, 
who could have told you? Han. No person whatever; and 
yet I can form a’pretty good guess at the cause. Thras. Well, 
then, let us hear it! Han. You were taking to your heels us 
fast as you could run, and got a sprain by making so much 
haste. ' Thras. May I die if you have not hit upon the truth. 
Han. Now you may go home, and boast of your exploits to 
your spouse. Thras. Nay, I shall be finely abused when she 
sees in what a state I have returned from the field of glory.
Han. No doubt you have not been idle in plundering. But
what restitution will you make? Thras. As for that matter, 
it is made already. Han. Io whom, I pray? Thras. io 
wenches, suttlers, and gamesters. Ilan. Done like a true 
soldier: and it is natural, that goods ill-gotten should be worse 
spent. But tell me, now, have you kept your hands all this 
while from sacrilege? Thras. To tell you the truth we have 
now and then made free with the churches as well as with 
private houses; for, in time of war, you know there is no­
thing sacred. Ilan. But what satisfaction do you intend to 
make? Thras. In a state of hostility no satisfaction is requi­
site; for, in war, all acts of spoliation are lawful, because they 
are necessary. Han. I suppose you mean by the law of arms? 
Thras. Certainly. Ilan. But that law, to my thinking, is 
nothing but usurpation, and the highest degree of iniquity, 
and you will own it was neither law nor religion that made 
you turn soldier.
Thras. That is true, I took up arms upon the ordinary 
principle of military men. Han. Some excuse may be made 
perhaps, for the majority, who are compelled to go lor soldiers 
by force, but I know of none that can be made for those who 
enter the army voluntarily. Thras. And yet I have heard a 
priest in the pulpit say that war is lawful. Han. Pulpits are, 
or ought to be, the oracles' of truth; but though war may be 
lawful in a prince, it does not follow that private persons should 
of their own accord become soldiers. Thras. The doctors 
hold that every man may live by his calling. Han. That is 
true; but not by burning of houses, spoiling of churches, rav­
ishing of women, robbing the miserable and cutting of throats! 
That is an admirable calling indeed. Thras. Why may we 
not be hired to kill men, as butchers are to slay cattle? Han. 
That is done for nourishment of the body: but did you ever 
think what would become of your soul, if you should have 
been knocked on the head? Thras. I cannot say the thought 
ever troubled me; but I had a lively faith, for I commended 
myself once for all to St. Barbara. Han. And did she take 
you under her tutelar care? Thras. I believe so: for I 
thought that she gave me a nod. Han. At what time was 
this? In the morning? Thras. No: It was after supper. 
Han. And by that time, 1 suppose, the trees appeared to 
walk, as well as the image of the saint to nod? Thras. The 
man’s a conjuror: but Christopher was the saint in whom I 
had the most confidence; for 1 had his picture always in my 
eye. Ilan. What, in your tent? How should a saint come 
there? Thras. We had it drawn with a coal upon the canvas. 
Han. So, then, it seems you prayed to Christopher the collier: 
that was a sure safeguard, no doubt. But, without a joke, 
you can never expect to receive forgiveness for all your iniqui­
ties unless you go to Rome. Thras. Nay, I know a shorter 
method than that. Han. What is that? Thras. Why, I 
will go to the Dominicans, and, among them, I can get my 
business done for a trifle. Ilan. What! absolution from sac­
rilege! Thras. Yes, for if I had robbed our Saviour, and cut 
oft' bis head into the bargain, those good Fathers would have 
furnished me with ample pardons, for they have commissions 
large, enough to compound for the worst offences. Ilan. 
That’s comfortable; but then, what if the Almighty should 
not sanction the composition? Thras. Oh, he is merciful; I 
have been only apprehensive lest the devil should not let’go 
his hold. Han. What confessor do you intend to take? 
Thras. Some priest who is not over scrupulous in his con­
science. Ilan. Well matched: and, when that is over, you 
will go, like a good Christian, to the communion. Thras.
iv not? Since when I have discharged my iniquities into 
his cowl, and cast off my burden, let him who has absolved 
me look to it. Ilan. But how can you he certain that he does 
actually absolve you, when you think he does? Thras. Oh, 
very easily. Han. In what manner? Thras. He lays his 
liand upon my head and then mutters something low to him­
self, I don’t know what, but it is enough to satisfy me that all 
is as it should be. Hin. Aye, but suppose, now, that he 
should give you all vour sins back again when he lays his hand 
upon your head, and, instead of delivering you from your sins, 
he should say to himself, “I absolve thee from all the -mod 
tuat is in thee, which I find to be little or»« f, and leave JWBSEEE StfSSO. Va
/Aras. Let him.take care of what he says; for me it is suffi­
cient that I believe myself absolved. Han. But that faith 
may be dangerous; and suppose, now, that he tfiould not ab- 
so \e you at all. Thras. Nothing can be more unlucky than 
o meet with a man who will busy himself in waking one’s
conscience when it is fast asleep. Han. Nay, but it is a bless- 
ed thing to. meet with a friend that gives good advice when 
one stands in need of it. Thras. How good your advice mav 
be, I know not; sure I am it is not very pleasant.
The following remarkable case is extracted from Sir Astley 
Cooper’s Lectures on Surgery, now in course of publication 
by Messrs. Lilly & Wait, Boston:—
“ I will now mention a case to you, which I should scarcely 
have believed if it had not come within my own knowledge 
that of Sir Wm. Blizard, and other surgeons. A person in 
this metropolis happened to have bow-shins. A part of his 
duties was to teach young ladies to draw and paint; and in 
the prosecution of this branch of his profession, he found his 
bow-sbins, as he himself declared to me, a very great evil,-. 
He felt that his merits were less appreciated, and his instrnc- 
tions less kindly received, by reason of tire convexity of his 
shins; he was persuaded, in short, that his bow-shins stood 
between him and his preferment. Under this impression, he 
went to a very noted person in this town and said to him— 
“ Pray, Sir, do you think you can make my legs straight?”— 
“Sir,” said the Doctor, “I think 1 can if you will take a 
lodging in my neighborhood, I think I can scrape dotfn your 
shins and make them as straight as any man’s.” A lodging 
was taken; the father of the patient assisted in the operation- 
and the father of the doctor took a turn in scraping down the 
convex shins.
“ A great deal of rasping was required; an openingof very 
considerable extent was made in the shin, and an instrument, 
which was at that time contained in the Surgeon’s trephining 
case, called a rogue, was employed to scrape the shin bone— 
When the Doctor was tired of rasping, the father took a spell. 
At last the shell of the bone became so thin, that the Doctor 
said they must proceed no farther with that leg. The other 
leg was then rasped in a similar manner, and thus large wound 
were produced in both of the shin bones. The surfaces git 1 
nulated very kindly, and very little exfoliations of the bom 
took place; but unluckily, in a part of this process the Doctor 
applied arsenic upon the limb. It was in consequence of the 
effects of this application that I saw the patient. The arse­
nic was absorbed into the system, and he became paralytic in 
his arms and lower extremities. A great number of exfolia­
tions took place in his legs; and he showed me a box in which 
the exfoliations were contained. I recommended him to go 
into the country, where he staid for some time, and got rid of 
his paralysis. This made a great noise in town; and there 
were some surgeons who expressed a strong desire to prosecute 
the doctor. I recommended, however, that no steps should 
be taken until I had seen the patient himself; and when he 
next came to me, I asked him whether he thought his legs 
improved, and if he would undergo the same operation, at a 
similar hazard of his life, to have his legs made a little straight­
en He replied that he would; and under these circumstan­
ces I was of opinion, that as the young man was content, it 
was a folly to think of prosecuting the doctor. Some time has 
elapsed since the pase occurred, and the transaction is now al­
most buried in oblivion. The person who underwent the 
operation still lives, and is pleased with his improved legs ; 
and the doctor lives also, and is well known to most of you, 
at least by name. ”
... * " “,.J.
Remarkable Natural Curiosity.—Mr. Parlxr left at the 
office of the U. S. Gazette, a small living tortoise, with two 
distinct heads and necks, each head having two eyes, and pos­
sessing and exercising all the functions that belong to the head 
of that animal. The little doubled head appeared to delight 
in water, though there was not always a perfect agreement be­
tween the two heads as to which should be the head.
Hint to Tea Makers—Put a small quantity of carbonate 
of soda into the pot along with the tea, and this, by softening 
the water, will accelerate the infusion amazingly. Should the 
water be hard it will increase the strength of your tea at least 
one half.—Mechanic's Magazine.
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